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Introduction 

We often overlook the presence of an everyday object. Daily routines can begin 

to blend our days together and make us unaware of the importance of what surrounds 

us day to day. The use of handmade ceramics can heighten these daily routines and 

offer introspection. Incorporating pottery into our lives also provides a level of comfort 

through repeated use and memories. Cooking and serving a meal becomes more of an 

intimate and connected experience with each dish showing the hand of the maker. I am 

fascinated by various domestic and functional objects. My influences stem from 

historical makers and movements to contemporary ones that are often speaking to the 

same idea. Old traditions that are resurfacing in current times create a new dialogue for 

contemporary makers. I make functional wares for the home, including tableware, 

serving vessels, and planters. I create my pieces in a fast-paced and compulsive yet 

careful manner, often working on multiple pieces at a time. I surface my pots in a 

visceral way, using instinctual and intuitive marks to portray abstract visuals. I want to 

convey not only the function within my work but a feeling of connectedness and beauty 

through interaction with pottery. 
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Historical 

The history of pottery inevitably influences every ceramic artist because of how 

far it dates back and how many cultures it encompasses. The Mingei movement, the 

Arts and Crafts Movement, and Shaker philosophy all share the concepts of utility and 

beauty. Kitaoji Rosanjin, 1883-1959, Bernard Leach, 1887-1979, Soetsu Yanagi, 

1889-1961, and Shoji Hamada, 1894-1978, were all potters and contemporaries. 

Rosanjin, Yanagi and Hamada were all Japanese born potters and Leach was an 

Englishman born in China.  

 

Kitaoji Rosanjin and the Bento Box 

Kitaoji Rosanjin was a world-renowned chef and restaurant owner who eventually 

become a famous potter. Rosanjin created functional pots specifically designed to plate 

his own food. He believed and was inspired by his idea that “serving dishes are the 

meal's apparel.”  By entangling this notion of gastronomy with pottery, Rosanjin was 1

stating that both were art forms and both were equally important to the other. The 

Japanese expression ‘yo no bi’ which translates to ‘beauty through use’ perfectly 

explains what Rosanjin was trying to portray.  Rosanjin wrote  2

Appropriate care must go into [the pots] selection, not only in terms of quality, but also to 
see that the size, depth, color and other aspects of the dishes harmonize. Some people 
argue that as long as the food itself is palatable the container doesn’t matter, but this is 
an ignorant line of thinking, like saying the sole function of clothing is to protect the 
wearer from heat and cold.  3

 

1  Joe Earl, “He Shouted at Picasso,” Bonhams, Autumn 2013, 
https://www.bonhams.com/magazine/14294/ 
2  Robert Yellin, “Kitaoji Rosanjin only served the vest best,” The Japan Times, July 14, 2015, 
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/culture/2015/07/14/arts/kitaoji-rosanjin-served-best/#.VrzCgpMrKt8 
3  Ibid 
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The bento box, created in the Kamakura period in Japan but refined in the Edo 

Period, shows a connection to the beliefs of Kitaoji Rosanjin. The art and philosophy of 

gastronomy, the practice or art of choosing, cooking, and eating good food, led to the 

bento box. The bento box, which usually functions as a to-go container, is also “...the art 

of arranging one’s lunch...the bento is most often associated with the homemade, with 

the time-intensive process of slicing, shaping, and packing a single meal at home…”  4

My work is inspired by the way that pottery is inextricably entangled with food and 

cooking, and how the vessel and the food are necessary to complete one another. 

Visually the bento box influences the compartmental trays and boxes that I create. In 

the “Seiro” Five-tiered stacking travel confectionery boxes, I am interested in the shape 

of the single tier and the way the food is arranged in that individual box (Fig. 1). Each 

empty section is interesting, but it also makes the viewer contemplate what would go 

into each compartment. In doing this, you are subconsciously creating an interesting 

arrangement based on the way you imagine items placed inside the container. 

While I am interested in the shapes and ideas behind the bento box, I am also 

interested in how it relates to my pottery conceptually. In my work I talk about how we 

are constantly moving, sometimes unaware, and often lost in a robotic schedule. 

Because of this I want my pottery to help people slow down and appreciate the smaller 

moments of each day. The bento box was and still is considered a to-go box, for people 

to package their lunch for work or school. In Japan, bento boxes are prevalent 

everywhere, in the grocery store, gas station, restaurants, street vendors, and they are 

4  Jes Gearing, “Bento:The Japanese Art of Lunch,” ALTA Language Services, September 14, 2009, 
http://www.altalang.com/beyond-words/2009/09/14/bento-the-japanese-art-of-lunch/ 
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almost always decorative or wrapped in something decorative. In America, I find myself 

thinking about eating Lunchables (Fig. 2) as a child, and how the format of those plastic 

containers have many similarities to the bento box, but lack the beautiful quality of the 

Japanese bento boxes. My bento boxes are meant to stay mostly on the table rather 

than as a to-go container (Fig. 3). They have no lid and bear a heftiness that delegates 

them to the table. 

Within my own practice, I consult the ideas that Rosanjin has introduced. 

Gastronomy, the practice or art of choosing, cooking, and eating good food, goes hand 

in hand with the vessel. In our daily routines it is important to be able to have some sort 

of excitement or interest that puts your day apart from all the rest. Through the making 

and use of pottery and cooking one is able to choose more consciously an aesthetic 

experience that also nourishes and feeds you.  

 

Arts and Crafts to Mingei 

The Arts and Crafts Movement, founded by William Morris, between 1880-1910, 

directly influenced the Mingei Movement. The Arts and Crafts Movement began as a 

reaction to the Industrial Revolution, a “belief in the restorative power of craftsmanship 

and the search for a ‘simple life’ led them to establish workshops in idyllic, rural 

environments where art was promoted as a way of life.”  It was an international 5

movement that spread throughout Europe and America. Morris’ thoughts about 

craftsmen and craftsmanship made him a craft idealist and inspired many artists. Morris’ 

5  Elizabeth Cumming and Wendy Kaplan, The Arts and Crafts Movement, (London: Thames and Hudson, 
1991), 7. 
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most famous quote states, “Have nothing in your houses that you do not know to be 

useful or believe to be beautiful.”   6

The Mingei Movement, founded by Soetsu Yanagi and Shoji Hamada, between 

the 1920s and ‘30s, represented Japanese folk art or the art of the people. Mingei 

established a “set of ideas about a 'criterion of beauty' in which Yanagi created a 

concept of the supreme beauty of hand-made folk-crafts for ordinary use…”  The 7

Criterion for beauty can be broken down into twelve rules that consist of the beauty of 

handcrafts, intimacy, use/function, health, naturalness, simplicity, tradition, sincerity and 

honest sweat, selflessness and unknown, inexpensiveness, plurality and irregularity.  8

This criterion for beauty shows how different this time period and thought was than our 

current culture today. I aim to incorporate these ideas into my pottery as what I also 

believe to be important and necessary. Through conversations and letters from Bernard 

Leach, Yanagi became interested in the ideas of John Ruskin and William Morris, who 

founded the Arts and Crafts Movement.  Through Yanagi, Leach and Hamada met (Fig. 9

4) and thus Mingei was born.  

 

 

 

 

6  William Morris, The Revival of Handicraft, 146. 
7  Yuko Kikuchi, “A Japanese William Morris: Yanagi Soetsu and Mingei Theory,” Morris Society, 
http://www.morrissociety.org/publications/JWMS/SP97.12.2.Kikuchi.pdf 
8  Ibid. 
9  Eleanor von Erdberg, Japanese Folk Art: A Triumph of Simplicity, ed. Erica Hamilton Weeder (Germany: 
Benedict Press, 1992), 25 
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Studio Pottery 

In 1920, Leach and Hamada left for England to set up their own pottery called St. 

Ives, where they would be producing their own wares and firing their own kiln. Bernard 

Leach became known as the father of studio pottery, which embodied both the Mingei 

and Arts and Crafts Movement ideals and philosophies. Being a studio potter means 

producing your own work in your studio and selling pieces to support yourself.  

Both Leach and Hamada were important figures in creating this bridge from 

Mingei to studio pottery, and Leach “played a crucial pioneering role in creating an 

identity for artist potters across the world.”  Today, the structure of studio pottery and 10

how it functions is still very similar to the way Leach and Hamada established it, 

especially with the very consistent concept of apprenticeships. The purpose and 

meaning behind this history inspires the way I make and think about my work.  

 

Shaker, Utility, Simplicity 

The Shakers, founded in the eighteenth century, are a declining religious group 

in contemporary society. The Shaker philosophy closely links the ideals of both Mingei 

and the Arts and Crafts movement. The Shaker philosophy has been compared to 

Japanese design, and both groups are concerned with function and simplicity.  Joe 11

Pintz, a contemporary potter, writes that, “The Shakers were a utopian movement that 

began in the late seventeen hundreds whose beliefs inspired clean lines, careful 

10  “Brief History,” The Leach Pottery, 2014-16, http://www.leachpottery.com/history/ 
11  Christian Becksvoort, Perspectives on an Enduring Furniture Style, (Connecticut: The Taunton Press, 
1998), 17. 
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craftsmanship, and above all else simplicity.”  Relating very closely to the ceramics 12

field and my own pottery are the oval cheese boxes that the Shakers produce (Fig. 5), 

because of the simplicity in form, design and function. There is something to be said 

about intricate and elaborate designs, but it is much more difficult to make something 

simple and ordinary stand out. Contemporary potter, Joseph Pintz, quotes the Shakers 

and writes: 

If it is both useful and necessary and you can recognize and eliminate what is not 
essential, then go ahead and make it as beautifully as you can.’ One cannot separate 
Shaker philosophy and design. They are one in the same.  13

 
 

Context 

Being a contemporary artist and craftsperson, I create forms and think about 

concepts that have been around for hundreds of years, consciously and 

subconsciously. Each movement, genre or person is connected through these 

overlapping thoughts of simplicity, utility and beauty. What interests me is how the most 

profound and moving ideas are born out of the most simple concepts.  

In my day to day studio practice I am noticing the world around me as inspiration 

but I am also addressing contemporary potters and many different functional objects. 

Soetsu Yanagi states that, “I feel that the great problem is how to make good things in 

the present state of society. I wish that everyone would realize that until recently beauty 

in things was commonplace and that it is our responsibility to demand that of the future.”

12  Joe Pintz, “Finding More Within Less” 
13  Ibid. 
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 This idea of creating beauty within the context of everyday life for the working class 14

person is prevalent in Shaker and Mingei philosophy as well as the Arts and Crafts 

Movement. Within all these ideas, art and pottery is a way of life rather than just a part 

of life.  

 

  

14  Kathryn Pombriant Manzella, “Mingei For Everyday”, Studio Kotokoto, Last Modified on August 21, 
2012, http://www.studiokotokoto.com/2012/08/21/mingei-for-everyday-life/ 
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Something Old, Something New 

For many potters we are persistent about function, beauty and arrangements. 

We create abundant settings on tables, patios, window sills or just about anywhere. Our 

cabinets are fully stocked with our own pots as well as our favorite potter’s pots. We 

serve dinner in all handmade tableware and pot our plants in handmade planters, even 

washing the dishes is exciting. Life with functional, handmade pottery becomes more 

thoughtful and beautiful as the use of these objects become fully integrated into our 

lives. Everyday tasks like choosing a coffee mug at 7:30 in the morning is now a much 

more interesting event. The romanticism that we see in the lifestyle of a potter elevates 

their work and why people want it. Because of all these reasons restaurants have begun 

to seek out potters and pottery to be a part of their aesthetic. Whether they are a five 

star restaurant or a diner, the owners and chefs are beginning to shift the way they want 

their food to be seen, and what they want it to be seen on. A contemporary trend within 

ceramics has begun to arise and it is to make the old new again.  

All these concepts display and discuss the romantic quality of the garden, pottery 

and creating new ideas from old traditions. In our contemporary society, history is 

constantly resurfacing and becoming new again. Connecting and making memories on 

a human scale is an extremely important notion in ceramics. Through the use of 

ceramics we create our own traditions and become crucially aware of the difference 

between the handmade and the industrially made. My work resonates with all these 

artists and ideas because it is meant to slow us down and show us how to appreciate a 
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moment. The pieces I make are also important because of the food that will be put 

inside of or on it. Food and art connect on a much deeper level than many realize.  

 

Dinner Party 

Lindsay Rogers, a potter living in Tennessee, ties together the farm-to-table 

movement in combination with what it means to create an intimate, human moment. 

Rogers’ work highlights homegrown/local food to talk about how food production and 

processing has begun to ruin the time honored tradition of a home cooked meal. Her 

work is aiming to show the viewer/user that the time and effort put into a meal cooked 

for others is worth it. Roger says, “I absolutely love that the complexities of art and food 

can exist on the same plane. It is my desire to always use the physically combined 

beauty of handmade pottery and local food as an interactive tool…”   15

Rogers participated in an event called “Pairing Elements: an artful dining 

experience” in 2014. This event invited 13 potters to create specific tableware settings 

for this special dinner party open to the public.  Through this dinner, people were able 16

to see pottery and food as one in the same, both integral to the other. Throughout 

history food has always brought people together for various reasons, and my pottery 

aims to reclaim that and to make it new and interesting again. In Rogers thesis project 

and installation (Fig. 6), she is highlighting chosen vegetables by giving them a 

specifically designed vessel that animates each food item. She also presents a dining 

15  Lindsay Rogers, “Lindsay Rogers Ceramics,” Lindsay Rogers Ceramics, 2014, 
http://www.lindsayrogersceramics.com/lindsay-rogers/ 
16  Ibid. 
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table set with pottery to invite the viewer into an intimate meal. Rogers writes in her 

thesis paper that: 

By visually elevating locally grown food in the home, my aim was to encourage the 
audience to become an active part of a cultural value shift; one that leans more heavily 
towards a thoughtful, sustainable, locally produced food system. My MFA thesis project 
impresses, in a visual way, that there is genuine pleasure to be found in slowing down to 
reconnect to this ever-changing world that we live in. This reconnection to the true nature 
and physicality of our lives has one core truth: quality over quantity. This is the same truth 
that exists for many people in the handmade pottery and sustainable food movement.  17

 

Farm-to-Table 

Farm-to-Table has become important in our contemporary culture because of the 

want for local and organically grown food. It represents people wanting to know where 

things come from and how they are made. This idea has now spread to all things 

handmade, and restaurants have begun to hire potters to make their tableware. An 

article in Bon Appetit Magazine writes, “When the tablecloth disappeared from 

fine-dining restaurants, antiseptic white china went with it.”  This shift in restaurants has 18

opened up opportunities for a more artistic outlook. Another article, in the Wall Street 

Journal, states that organically grown carrots have their own imperfections, so why 

shouldn’t the pottery have its own personality?  19

Ryan Fletcher is a ceramic designer living in Kansas City, Missouri. Fletcher has 

been creating slipcast wares to accommodate restaurants’ specific needs. These 

serving pieces are part of a larger project: 

“Tapas Micros” is a set of porcelain, restaurant serve-ware designed to accommodate a 
Micro Menu. The micro menu is a new trend in restaurants; restaurateurs are served 
several (sometimes 10 or more) courses of highly conceptual and sculptural food. The 

17  Ibid. 
18  Belle Cushing, “Why Restaurants are Ditching White China for Hand-Made Ceramics,” Bon Apetit, 
November 13, 2014, http://www.bonappetit.com/entertaining-style/trends-news/article/new-ceramics 
19  Alina Dizik, “The Latest Farm-to-Table-Trend: Rustic Tableware,” The Wall Street Journal, September 
30, 2014, http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-latest-farm-to-table-trend-rustic-dishes-1412102692 
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small bites, or “tastings” as they are sometimes called, accentuate textures of food and 
simple or complex flavor pairings. The difficulty with this new trend is that modern 
restaurant tableware has remained the same for decades and has yet to accommodate 
the uniquely sculptural aspects of the food presentation. “Tapas Micros” serves to fill that 
void and allow chefs to prepare and present sculptural food on sculptural objects.  20

 
Fletcher made these pieces for a few restaurants and worked with the chefs to design 

something that would look aesthetically pleasing with the food. Each dish can be 

arranged differently so that each Chef will be able to custom design it to their own food 

(Fig. 7). Fletcher uses the term “restaurant as art gallery”  which is how this concept of 21

creating custom tableware for restaurants should be viewed. Kitaoji Rosanjin, the 

historical potter and chef, once said that, “dishes are the meal's apparel.”  My own work 22

is a reinforcement that food and pottery exist for each other. Food interacts with my 

pieces both functionally and aesthetically. In contemporary times, Fletcher states that, 

“The food completes the dinnerware, fulfilling its purpose for existing.”  This idea of 23

creating new from old has become incredibly important today. 

 

Fermentation 

Fermentation is a process that is thousands of years old and has recently been 

resurfacing as a popular trend in contemporary cultures. Fermented foods are healthy 

and help with dietary and stomach related issues. Many potters have begun to 

incorporate the fermentation crock or jar into their practice. Adam Field (Fig. 8) and 

20  Ryan Fletcher, “Tapas Micros,” Ryan Fletcher Design,  http://ryanfletcherdesign.com/tapas_micros/ 
21  Ryan Fletcher, “Ryan Fletcher: Tableware as Art,” April 21, 2014, Metro Jacksonville, 
http://www.metrojacksonville.com/article/2014-apr-ryan-fletcher-tableware-as-art 
22  Joe Earl, “He Shouted at Picasso,” Bonhams, Autumn 2013, 
https://www.bonhams.com/magazine/14294/ 
23   Ryan Fletcher, “Ryan Fletcher: Tableware as Art,” April 21, 2014, Metro Jacksonville, 
http://www.metrojacksonville.com/article/2014-apr-ryan-fletcher-tableware-as-art 
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Michael Hunt (Fig. 9) are an example of potters who create fermentation crocks, or 

onggi jars, from learning the history of these jars from traditional Korean onggi potters. 

Onggi jars are and have been used in Korea for centuries for fermenting and storing a 

plethora of foods, such as a pine needle brew (Fig. 10). Fermentation was used to give 

food a longer life span before newer versions of storing food were invented. 

Sarah Kersten, a potter living in Berkeley, California, has been creating 

fermentation crocks out of her own interest in fermentation rather than from a learned 

history and tradition. Her crocks are built with a specific consideration for the actual 

fermentation process, making sure there is an air tight seal as well as making the 

fermentation process as easy as possible for the customer. Most of Kersten’s 

customers are from the local area and are interested, again, in this idea of buying local 

and knowing where your products are coming from. Although her designs are simple 

and based around functionality, they are more considered, interesting and lightweight 

than commercially made crocks (Fig. 11).  24

 

Bandana Pottery 

Naomi Dalglish and Michael Hunt of Bandana Pottery in North Carolina epitomize 

the romantic quality of being a potter and living off of your wares. They fit the criterion 

that Soetsu Yanagi created, and prove that art can be a way of life. They source their 

own local clay and use all local materials and fire their wood kiln with an open invitation 

for visitors. They built their own studio and grow their own food and have annual sales 

24  Alix Wall, “In Berkeley, A ceramicist rethinks fermentation,” Berkeley Side, October 1, 2014, 
http://www.berkeleyside.com/2014/10/01/in-berkeley-a-ceramicist-rethinks-fermentation/ 
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multiple times a year for anybody to stop by and purchase their pots.  The romanticism 25

in being a potter parallels what is prevalent in our society’s trend of farm-to-table, buying 

local and organic and building and making what you need. In this image, (Fig. 12) 

Dalglish and Hunt have their pots glazed and drying in the sun waiting to be loaded into 

the wood kiln. This simple notion and the romantic quality of the image is a part of why 

people are so attracted to buying handmade pottery. This is because it is bought 

straight from the potter themselves, and the buyer has a chance to see and interact with 

the actual maker the object. This creates a real human connection between the potter, 

the buyer, and the pot. Their lifestyle is one that embodies what kind of potter I want to 

be and how beauty through use of handmade ceramics creates an ideal that informs 

and impacts our daily lives. 

  

25  Bandana Pottery, “Michael Hunt and Naomi Dalglish,” Bandana Pottery, 2016, 
http://www.bandanapottery.com/getting-ready-to-load-the-kiln/ 
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The Domestic Object 

Every summer I garden with a shovel that 
was my grandmother’s. This tool carries 
many dents and scratches acquired 
through years of her devout gardening. 
Using and thinking about this shovel 
reminds me of my grandmother’s desire 
to garden and the value she placed in 
both the shovel’s purpose and the act it 
signified. Her relationship with gardening 
was an annual rhythm and evolution that 
provided her with some normalcy: it was 
both a physical and a spiritual 
nourishment throughout her life. For me, 
this shovel now embodies a hallowed 
energy that exceeds and enhances its 
original function.   26

 
I am motivated by a variety of ideas: cooking, gardening, food, houses, traveling 

and functional objects. Different shapes, colors and textures inspire me throughout my 

day to day activities, and I am always thinking about a beautiful plant or brightly colored 

door that intrigued me that day. I want to convey not only the function within my work 

but a feeling of connectedness and beauty through the interaction of pottery.  

Throughout my childhood my parents were avid gardeners and my mother 

cooked the food that we grew. From an early age I was interested in nature, especially 

growing my own food. As I grew older, I became very inspired by my mother’s ability to 

cook and create. Through her cooking I discovered a different way to explore creativity. 

In my current work I am constantly thinking about what is contained within my pottery. 

My thoughts are always focused on what foods would look best on each piece. While 

cooking in the kitchen I think about what pot I am going to place my food on. I chose the 

26  Mike Helke, “Ideas PDF,” Mike Helke Pottery, http://mikehelke.com/home.html 
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colors blue, yellow and white, with a pop of bright pink, as the main palette for my 

pottery because I see these colors as a beautiful surface underneath a bountiful plating 

of food.  

Plants, flowers and vegetables have also interested me throughout my childhood 

and are visible in my pottery now. Picking cherry tomatoes off the vine, eating sugar 

snap peas, and pulling up carrots to see how well they grew are some of my fondest 

memories. Because of these inspirations I have been creating planters for my favorite 

plants, vases for fresh cut flowers and baskets for carrying back bounties from the 

garden. 

I am interested in collections, and arranging, and how that relates to interior 

design. I find myself arranging my pots on a wall or a shelf in collections. Having my 

pottery hung on the wall or presented in new ways in the interior of a home, changes 

the feeling of the pot and place and therefore springs new ideas for me.  

When I am working in my studio, I am thinking about different shapes to create, 

and where to look. Everyday objects prove to inspire many of my forms. We live with 

these vessels day-to-day and because of this they impact our daily lives, whether we 

are aware or not. Studio potter Mike Helke writes about this connection between the 

potter, the pot and the user by saying “Each piece physically and conceptually records 

an animate sensibility derived from my experiences. This record is the catalyst for a call 

and response relationship that exists between maker, object, and user.”  27

 

27  Mike Helke, “Ideas PDF,” Mike Helke Pottery, http://mikehelke.com/home.html 
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Beauty Through Use 

Besides the connection between pottery and function, pottery can also share a 

deeper human intimacy. The use of handmade vessels can begin to bring more 

meaning and value to our daily lives. To slow down and choose to spend a moment 

appreciating a coffee mug can create something more within us, whether just a moment 

to think or be happy is up to the user. It is obvious to most that there is a certain beauty 

of using an object that has been made and crafted by an individual, rather than an 

industrially made object. In my work I aim to bring people together through the use of 

my serving vessels and other various pots. Alleghany Meadows, a potter in Colorado, 

creates beautiful moments through the way he organizes and arranges his pots to fit 

around one another (Fig. 13). Meadows talks about arranging moments and how an 

object becomes special to us through our memory and use of it: 

I wish to make work which inspires creative decisions in actions such as preparing a soup 
or arranging a moment for tea. I am fascinated by ways which my work can effect time and 
experience. Perception of the world is an evolving process directly linked to experience. 
We experience the world through our senses. Memory and my understanding of memory 
are connected to the sensuous experiences I have with material objects. A new teapot 
becomes familiar as I learn its subtleties, the pace and rhythm with which it pours, its 
weight and balance when full. Each experience of having tea engages my senses. 
Through time and use, the teapot acquires a patina of memory which reflects back these 
experiences.  28

 

Joseph Pintz 

Joe Pintz, a potter living in Missouri, also talks about the meaning of an object 

through use as well as the history behind said object and how the use of pots can bring 

people together. His work resonates with mine both visually and conceptually, and has 

28  Alleghany Meadows, “Alleghany Meadows,” Art-Stream, 
http://www.art-stream.com/exhibiting-artists/alleghany-meadows/ 
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long been a major influence on my work. Pintz’s pottery speaks directly to the user. 

Pintz says “The stubborn physicality of my pots forces one to slow down and pay close 

attention to the meal, the moment, and the company around the table.”  (Fig. 14) This 29

idea is such a time honored concept throughout the history of pottery and the history of 

potters. We sometimes forget how important the everyday item is to us, and that 

stubborn physicality that Pintz talks about creates a dialogue between the object, the 

user and the moment. Pintz writes that, “My goal is to celebrate the poetics of the 

commonplace by sharing a sense of abundance, substance, and community through my 

work.”  In a less functional sense, Pintz furthers his idea about the importance of these 30

mundane objects by recreating kitchen utensils, gardening implements, and weights 

and measures out of clay (Fig. 15 & 16). He explains these sculptural pieces by saying: 

It’s often the case that one begins to grasp the meaning of objects when they are lost, 
broken or worn out. Household objects are dense with meaning and define the structure 
of one’s life. My work explores the role that domestic objects play in fulfilling our needs on 
a physical and emotional level. It is based on mundane objects from the domestic realm, 
referring to both traditional pottery and other implements associated with the hand.  31

 
Pintz’s work is deliberate and simple and exactly what meets the eye. His work is 

rigid, with one color adorning each piece. It is important to him that his work is 

affordable for the working class and I respect his approach. We both work in a fast 

paced yet careful way, and my work relates very closely to his forms, as well as content: 

The Latin phrase festina lente that translates as ‘to make haste slowly’ seems at first to 
be a contradiction. However, it instructs us that the quickest way to accomplish 
something is to proceed deliberately.  This is how I have chosen to approach both my 
ceramic work and life.   32

  

29  Joseph Pintz, “Joseph Pintz, Icon Ceramics,” Icon Ceramics, http://iconceramics.com/functional 
30  Ibid. 
31  Ibid. 
32  Joe Pintz, “Finding More Within Less” 
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My Studio Practice 

As a maker, the action of my hand 
can trace the memory or energy of  
an experience through illusive  
rhythms generated by form,  
positive and negative shapes,  
and building process marks.  33

 
I create thrown and handbuilt ceramic vessels based around functionality. My 

pieces are not overly refined because they show the mark of my hand and tools.  They 

are coiled, pinched, pulled, cut, ribbed and manipulated until I can resolve them the way 

I want. There are subtle irregularities within the work due to the way each piece is 

handled and the marks that are removed versus those that are embraced. Smooth rims 

and surfaces create a pillowy effect, while strong edges and cut out handles create a 

subtle rigidity. The versatility and malleability of the material is one of my biggest 

attractions to it. Being able to define and redefine as my ideas and decision making 

change is what draws me in. The making, glazing and firing processes are where my 

thoughts are most invested and questions arise throughout all steps of making. Studio 

potter Mike Helke writes about the way the entire process of creating and finishing give 

the user an important look into the mind of a potter: “This unpredictability prevents a 

sense of austerity and instead gives the work an unassuming but active sensibility. This 

can inspire a sensory response, visually and tactilely, offering a sense of pleasure both 

for me as the maker and for the user. “  34

33  Mike Helke, “Ideas PDF,” Mike Helke Pottery, http://mikehelke.com/home.html 
 
34  Ibid. 
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I am focusing on serving dishes and planters that range in scale, built from 

bisque mold bases which I slump a slab into and then coil build up from. I work mainly 

with square, rectangle, oval and triangular shapes. I often add handles to my serving 

vessels by means of pinching, hole punching, and coil building. I use a minimal color 

palette of blue, yellow, white, and pink, all fired in an atmospheric kiln called a soda kiln. 

The soda kiln is a high-fire kiln, which I fire to roughly 2,381 degrees Fahrenheit. When 

the kiln is nearly at its full temperature, I make a mixture of soda ash and water and 

spray it into the kiln. The soda ash mixture inside of the kiln bonds with the clay body to 

create a glazed surface on the raw clay. This color can range from orange, red or pink 

to a dark grey color, all of which I seek and embrace (Fig. 17). 

I create intuitive decorative designs on my pieces through the use of wax resist. 

My wax designs leave the raw clay exposed in the soda-firing and create a contrast 

between the raw and glazed surfaces (Fig. 18). My mark making consists of mainly 

lines, dots and sectioning off parts of the pot. My glazes form a hard, candy-like shell 

that creates a functional, smooth surface to eat on and to clean. I mostly use one or two 

colors on each piece and utilize a minimal palette which helps connect my work and 

make it a cohesive collection. 

The rich history of ceramics and all the materials and processes within it are 

evident within my work because as contemporary potters we are constantly and 

undoubtedly referencing history through technique, form and firing processes. I am 

interested in methods that have been used for centuries, but that is only a starting point. 

My work conveys a liveliness that attracts the viewer and user. While creating functional 
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wares I am always talking about the interaction with the hand, the mouth and how the 

piece works in combination with a serving utensil or eating utensil.  

My love for cooking informs the way I make my pottery. The playful quality of my 

work advises my concepts of celebration and togetherness. The comfort of eating a 

meal with a loved one creates an ongoing conversation with the user. These objects 

exist to be used. I would like to think of the food and drinks contained, served and 

plated within or on my work as the final product. 

My pottery is an attempt to reclaim attentive conversation with the everyday. I 

want my work to create a noticeable moment, thought or idea in our day-to-day lives. 

There needs to be something to bring awareness and interest in our daily routines and I 

think that beautiful, functional pottery can begin to create this. My work is meant to 

make its way through people’s lives and memories, nourishing and providing. The 

permanence of the material creates depth and meaning. For myself, the things that I 

own have a memory or history behind them, creating a sentimental relationship between 

that object and myself. Each piece of pottery can inherently record a memory or 

moment every time we choose to use it.  

 

Thesis Body of Work: What’s for Dinner? 

My thesis body of work represents a domestic room in the home. It is meant to 

remind the viewer of a mix between a kitchen and a general living space, with a table as 

well as shelves, a mug rack, a plate organizer and plant stand. There will be various 

fruits, vegetables, dry foods, and plants throughout the pottery. My installation brings 
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the viewer into the room by a plethora of pots and colors, and the viewer should interact 

and view the room in a functional and interesting way. These everyday objects heighten 

our experience of the world around us and prove to us that beauty through use is an 

important staple in our daily lives. The pottery I make does not necessarily state a 

specific be-all-end-all meaning. It is open to interpretation, and does not outwardly 

discuss deeper issues and topics that are happening today. Rather than telling the 

viewer how to feel and what to think, my pottery brings people together to have a 

conversation and that is what can ultimately make a difference in our society. Color in 

my installation is important to initially drag the viewer into the space, but it is also 

representative of the colors of my glazes which continue to thrill me after every 

unloading of the kiln. The colors express happiness and light and aim to make the 

viewer feel welcome. The objects chosen for the installation are a culmination of my last 

semester as well as what I have spent my entire college career trying to grasp and 

articulate. The work displayed is how I view and think of arrangement, celebration, 

togetherness, connectedness, food, utility and beauty; the most important words within 

my practice. 
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Conclusion 

Pottery can enrich the daily lives of the user. It is a simple statement; to live 

simply and soundly, making pottery for the everyday. I envy the romantic quality many 

potters obtain within their practices and hope to embody that myself someday. I am 

immensely passionate about the pottery I make and what it represents. I compulsively 

create because it is what drives me and continues to inspire me day in and day out. The 

use of handmade pottery can be incredibly impactful when we begin to think of it within 

these contexts. Memories inform our perceptions of the world around us and for that 

reason we can form a relationship with these objects as well as the maker. Handmade 

objects begin to transcend many negative qualities of materialism because of the 

sentiment and consideration within them.  Often we are told that either function follows 

form or form follows function, but I think that we cannot consider these as separate 

entities while making. The food that is arranged on or in my pottery is equally important 

to the vessel in creating the full piece.  
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Figure Images 

 

 
Figure 1: “Seiro Five-tiered Stacking Travel Confectionery Boxes”, Lacquered wood, 
mother-of-pearl inlay, Edo Period, 1698 
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Figure 2: Kraft Foods, “Lunchables” 
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Figure 3: Allie Stack, “Bento Box”, 2016, 3”x7”x7” 
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Figure 4: Bernard Leach with Shoji Hamada & Soetsu Yanagi, Dartington 1952 
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Figure 5: Shaker, “Oval Cheese Boxes”, Wood 
 

 

Figure 6: Lindsay Rogers, “Close to Home”, Ceramic, Vegetables, Wood, 2014 
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Figure 7: Ryan Fletcher, “Tapas Micros”, Slip Cast Porcelain, 2014 
 

 
Figure 8: Adam Field, “Onggi Jar”, Porcelain 
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Figure 9: Michael Hunt, “Onggi Jar”, Stoneware 
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Figure 10: Traditional Korean Onggi Jar, Needle Pine Fermentation, Ceramic 
 
 

 
Figure 11: Sarah Kersten, “Fermentation Crocks”, Slip Cast Ceramic, Five Gallon Jars, 2014 
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Figure 12: Michael Hunt and Naomi Dalglish, Glazed pots to be loaded into the wood kiln, 
various clay bodies, 2014 
 
 

 
Figure 13: Alleghany Meadows, “Cups and Saucers”, Porcelain, Celadon 
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Figure 14: Joe Pintz, “Various Dishes”, Earthenware 
 
 

 
Figure 15: Joe Pintz, “Kitchen Utensils”, Ceramic and Wood 
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Figure 16: Joe Pintz, “Gardening Implements”, Ceramic and Wood 
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Figure 17: Allie Stack, Cup with underglaze stencil, 2016, 4”x3”x3” 
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Figure 18: Allie Stack, Cup and Tumbler Set, 2016 
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Thumbnail Images of Thesis Work & Image Description Sheet 

 

 
1. Flower Basket 2016 

Rose Porcelain, Soda-fired 
8”x5”x8” 

 

 
2. Large Basket 2016 

Rose Porcelain, Soda-fired 
4.5”x4.5”x12” 
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3. Chopstick Bowl 2016 

Rose Porcelain, Soda-fired 
3”x6”x7.5” 

 

 
4. Diamond Serving Dish 2016 

Rose Porcelain, Soda-fired 
2”x6”x8” 
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5. Oval Serving Dish 2016 

Rose Porcelain, Soda-fired 
3”x6”x12” 

 

 
6. Compartment Jar 2016 

Rose Porcelain, Soda-fired 
13”x5”x3” 
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7. Square Serving Dish 2016 

Rose Porcelain, Soda-fired 
9”x9”x2” 

 

 
8. Herb Planter 2016 

Rose Porcelain, Soda-fired 
12”x8.5”x3” 
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9. Removable Planters with Tray 2016 

Rose Porcelain, Soda-fired 
12”x5”x3” 

 

 
10.Diamond Planter 2016 

Rose Porcelain, Soda-fired 
8”x8”x5.5” 
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Artist Statement 
ALLIE STACK 

85 Market Street Apt. 211 
Portland, ME 04101 
astack@meca.edu 

alliestackceramics.com 
203.535.4096 

 
We live within the confines of a monotonous robotic schedule, and my pottery is an               

attempt to reclaim attentive conversation within the everyday. Every object I make is a              
vehicle for food, plants, or household objects. There are subtle irregularities within the             
work due to the way each piece is handled and the marks chosen to remove versus those                 
that are embraced. I want to convey not only the function within my work but a feeling of                  
connectedness and beauty through interaction with pottery.  

Our belongings act as scattered remnants of our personalities. Within our culture            
we are characterized by what we choose to own. For me, what I own has a memory or                  
history behind it, creating a sentimental relationship between that object and myself. Each             
piece of pottery can inherently record a memory or moment every time we choose to use                
it.  

A love letter to food: My love of cooking informs the way I make my pottery. I am                  
absorbed by function and am constantly contemplating the containment within. The playful            
quality of my work advises my concepts of celebration, presentation, and togetherness.            
These objects exist to be used. The simplicity of eating a meal with a loved one creates an                  
ongoing conversation with the user. I would like to think of the food and drinks contained,                
plated and served on my work as the final product. 
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CV 
ALLIE STACK 

85 Market Street Apt. 211 
Portland, ME 04101 
astack@meca.edu 

alliestackceramics.com 
203.535.4096 

 
EDUCATION 
2012-2016  Maine College of Art, BFA Ceramics, Candidate for Graduation May  

- Proficient at electric and gas kiln firings, glaze chemistry, clay making, slip 
casting and moldmaking, photoshop 

- Classes taken at Maine College of Art: Slip Casting and Mold Making, 
CNC Printmaking, Metalsmithing and Jewelry, Woodworking, Metal 
Enameling 

 
HONORS AND AWARDS 
2012-2016 Jamie A. Hulley Arts Foundation Scholarship 

- Yearly increasing Scholarship during four years at Maine College of Art 
2012-2016 Maine College of Art Grant 
2012-2016 Maine College of Art Challenge Scholarship 
 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
2015 Summer Assistant for Ayumi Horie, Portland, ME 

- Cleaned, waxed, glazed and loaded pots into kiln 
- Photographed work 
- Packaged and shipped work 
- Helped inlay stain into designs 

2015 Wood Firings at Watershed Center for the Ceramics Arts 
2015 Department fundraising sale at the Maine College of Art Holiday Sale 

- Helped organize, make work and set up and sell our pottery at the Maine 
College of Art Holiday Sale to raise money for a class trip to NCECA, all 
students tickets were covered 

2013 Internship for the Jamie A. Hulley Arts Foundation, Orange, CT 
- Fundraising and organization for their yearly Auction and Benefit  

2013 Commissioned Mural at the Mary L. Tracy School, Orange, CT 
2012 After-School Art Teacher, Beecher Road School, Woodbridge, CT 

- Created weekly crafts for and taught/helped K-6 school students 
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EXHIBITIONS 
2016 Upcoming BFA Thesis Show in May 
2016 The Art of Work Show in Zand Head Gallery at the Maine College of Art 
2016 Ceramics Senior Show in Zand Head Gallery at the Maine College of Art 

- Organized and curated show, installed work, advertised, and put on 
closing event 

2013-2015 Maine College of Art Merit Show, 3.5 GPA required 
2012-2015 Maine College of Art BFA Show 
2014 Maine College of Art Nothing Major Show 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


